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1 Introduction 

The role of buildings and building services is to provide comfort for the occupants and to ensure 
the right environment for efficient and productive work. Systems designed have to fulfil this in a 
way that less energy is used and less contaminants are emitted in the environment.  

Energy is of great importance in this field as 40% of primary energy is consumed by 
building operations in Europe. Therefore, the European Union has put effort to decrease the 
energy consumption of buildings by enacting such regulations that have to be fulfilled by each 
member state. 

Nevertheless, it is important to decrease energy use in a way that comfort requirements are 
met as well. Thus, it would be ideal if designers could predict in the designing phase of the work 
the effect of certain building service solutions on the comfort of occupants. In order to be able 
to do this further research is needed for the better description and modelling of comfort 
environments. 

According to current knowledge thermal comfort is affected by the following parameters: 
air temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative air velocity, relative humidity, activity level 
and clothing insulation. 

These parameters gave the essence for the thermal comfort (PMV-PPD) model worked out 
by Fanger et al. in the 1970s. With this model it became possible to predict and calculate whole 
body thermal comfort of occupants. Currently available standards and guidelines mostly use this 
method for predicting thermal comfort indoors. 

Besides whole body thermal comfort, scientists defined the so called local discomfort 
parameters that only act locally, on certain body parts and effect the occupants' overall thermal 
comfort negatively. The local discomfort parameters are the following:  

- draught,  
- vertical air temperature difference, 
-  warm and cold floors,  
- radiant temperature asymmetry. 
 

In the past, local discomfort parameters have been investigated one-by-one, separately and after 
numerous laboratory measurements sizing diagrams have been created for each. These diagrams 
later were included in standards and became a tool that help the designing work of engineers.  

Nevertheless, it is a key element that researchers mostly dealt with parameters that affect 
comfort (thermal, local, indoor air quality, noise etc.) separately and their combined effect has not 
been investigated thoroughly. In reality, the parameters are interacting with each other and the 
occupants. 

Only a few studies can be found in the literature that had the aim of studying combined 
effects, e.g. Berglund and Fobelets (1987) studied the combined effect of low level air currents 
and radiant temperature asymmetry for people carrying out sedentary activity, or Beier and 
Kuszon (1992), who investigated the effect of simultaneously present air movement and vertical 
air temperature difference. 

This PhD dissertation contains the thorough investigation of the combined effect of two 
local discomfort parameters, namely radiant temperature asymmetry and warm floors.  
 
The objectives were the following: 

1. Measure accurately with different applicable methods the combined effect of the two 
local discomfort parameters on the physiology of the human body as well as on the 
subjective local and overall thermal sensation of humans. It was also important to 
study the effect of simultaneous exposures according to genders to prove or 
contradict earlier findings regarding gender differences. (E .g. earlier no difference 
was found between genders when exposed to radiant temperature asymmetry). 
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2. Investigate whether the simultaneously present local discomfort parameters have 
additive or attenuative effect. Study the interaction of the two parameters in the 
comfort temperature range. 

3. Based on available literature and on the results of carried out experiments prepare a 
recommendation that may supplement thermal comfort findings for surface heating 
and cooling systems, thus helping the design of more comfortable and up-to-date 
systems. 

2 Analysis of the literature 

The dissertation contains the fundamentals of thermal comfort, the local discomfort parameters 
to be researched and the research methodologies applied for thermal comfort experiments. 

Papers in relation to local discomfort parameters mainly included the investigation of each 
parameter and its effect on thermal sensation. Only few studies were available that contained 
investigation of simultaneously present comfort related parameters (noise, draught etc.) Toftum 
(2002) highlighted in his paper that knowledge is incomplete regarding the combined effect of 
parameters, not only in the neutral and comfortable zone but for extreme conditions as well. 

Among the reviewed literature I found studies in relation to the field of building services 
that examined the effect of different HVAC system configurations (surface heating, ventilation) 
on human thermal comfort. However, I found many papers that explored the relationship 
between the operation of the human body and thermal sensation. Thus, the topic under 
investigation is interdisciplinary.  

As the aim of my investigation is studying the effect of an HVAC system, I do not apply 
the detailed models indicated in literature for heat loss/heat balance of human the body, but 
wherever possible I include the related findings (e.g. convective and radiant heat transfer 
coefficients). 

I encountered in the literature three different methods, that were used for the investigation 
of the effect of thermal environments on humans. These are the following: human subject 
experiments (studying objective and subjective parameters), thermal manikin measurements 
(examining objective parameters), CFD simulations that can be pre-investigations or verifications 
for experiments. The following can be concluded about the introduced methods: 

- Human subject experiments give the most accurate results about the measurement of 
human thermal sensation. These experiments are usually expensive and time 
consuming and taking into account the specifications of the investigated HVAC 
system the generalisation of results is difficult without the right methodology. 

- Measuring temperatures and other environmental parameters around the human body 
is a less expensive and frequently used method, however it is not always easy to use it 
for the investigation complex environments (radiation and convection) as many 
different sensors have to be applied. In order to overcome this problem thermal 
manikins can be used that is capable of measuring the dry heat exchange of the human 
body with the environment. Heat loss of body segments can be measured with the 
help of heat current measuring sensors embedded in the manikin. 

- Compared to thermal manikins the third method is newer, namely, computer 
simulation conducted in a virtual environment. CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) 
programs are used for the simulation of the operation and testing of different HVAC 
applications. 

It has to be noted results obtained from thermal manikin measurements and CFD 
simulations can be applied and interpreted correctly if they can be transferred to such a parameter 
that expresses the thermal sensation/vote of humans on the actual environment. 

3 Applied methodology 

The research work consisted of three main parts, i.e. thermal manikin measurements, human 
subject experiments and CFD simulations. Thermal manikin and human subject experiments 
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were conducted in the thermal comfort laboratory of the Department of Building Services and 
Process Engineering. 

First, in order to measure the dry heat loss of humans in the combined asymmetric 
environment, experiments with a thermal manikin were conducted. Heat loss values and 
equivalent homogenous temperatures of various body segments were measured and numerous 
asymmetric environments with different radiant temperatures were compared with homogenous 
comfort environments. With these measurements, besides acquiring overall heat loss data from 
the manikin, most effected body segments by the asymmetric environment were located. 

Human subject experiments were conducted based on the extensive literature survey carried 
out beforehand and based on the results of thermal manikin measurements. Such asymmetric 
thermal conditions were selected that were thought to have significant effect on participating 
subjects in a laboratory environment and that would have been present in everyday 
environments. The aim of human subject experiments was to collect the subjective votes (e.g. 
acceptability, thermal state, thermal preference, local thermal sensation etc.) about the 
investigated asymmetric environments. 

The third method applied to supplement results was the simulation of radiant heat exchange 
and natural convection flows by computational fluid dynamics. A model was constructed based 
on the geometries of the thermal comfort laboratory and human subject experiments and a 
preliminary model was created that is suitable for initial investigation of surface temperatures 
caused by radiant heat exchange. For the simulation Ansys Fluent CFD program was applied. 
 
3.1 Description of the thermal comfort  

The climate chamber, used for the experiments, is located within a room, thus it is unaffected by 
outdoor conditions. The chamber has the following dimensions: 3.8 m (L) x 3.1 m (W) x 2.5 m 
(H). The size of the chamber corresponds to average size single office rooms present in office 
buildings. Figure 1 shows the layout and side view of the chamber. 

 
Figure 1. Side view and layout of the chamber used for the thermal manikin experiments 

 
The chamber’s walls and floor are equipped with embedded surface heating or cooling systems, 
thus surfaces can be cooled or heated in any desired combinations. Water media temperatures are 
controlled with a computer program commonly used for building operation. In order to provide 
the required surface temperatures the secondary heating/cooling circuits' return water 
temperatures are controlled. By carrying out preliminary measurements the relationship has been 
found between  return water and required surface temperatures. Throughout the experiments 
secondary return water temperature and thus surface temperatures are controlled to be constant. 
In the experiments, one of the walls (wall C) was cooled and the floor was heated simultaneously. 

The chamber’s air is served by an air handling unit, which heats and supplies outdoor air. 
The temperature can be controlled by a thermostat. The supply air enters the chamber through 
the perforated ceiling panels on the ceiling, resulting in very low air velocity (0.1 m/s), and it is 
removed through the grills on the sidewalls of the chamber. During the human subject 
experiments the unit was set to provide the minimum required fresh air for two persons. 

The surfaces of the chamber are equipped with temperature sensors, i.e. Fe-Constantan 
thermocouples. Twelve sensors are distributed evenly and fixed on wall C (the cooled surface) 
and sixteen are mounted on the heated floor. The surface temperatures of the other walls are 
measured as well by 4 (wall D), 3 (wall A) and 3 (wall B) sensors, respectively. Air temperature is 
measured at two points at heights 0.1 m, 0.6 m, 1 m and 1.7 m, respectively. 
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3.2 Thermal manikin experiments  

The manikin used in the experiment is an average-sized male with cca. 18000 cm2 of total surface 
area. It is divided into 18 segments; the segments cannot be controlled separately and the 
manikin’s software can only work in ‘heating to a fixed set point’ mode. Throughout exposures 
the heat loss and the equivalent homogenous temperature (EHT) of each body segment were 
registered. The manikin was wearing a clothing ensemble that had a clo value equal to 1. 

Two comfort environments with uniform "Base" temperatures (air and surface temperatures 
being equal) and eight different surface temperature combinations were tested with the thermal 
manikin (Table 1). Throughout Conditions 1 to 8 air temperature was kept close to 23°C, so that 
comparison to the uniform 23°C environment became possible. The manikin was seated in front 
of a desk facing the cooled wall, in the middle of the chamber (Figure 1). The measured values 
for Conditions 1 to 8 were compared with the values of Base measurement 1 and 2. 

 
Table 1. Examined surface temperature conditions 

 
Cond. 

1 
Cond. 

2 
Cond. 

3 
Cond. 

4 
Cond. 

5 
Cond. 

6 
Cond. 

7 
Cond. 

8 
Base 

1 
Base 

2 

Cooled wall 

temperature (C) 
16 16 16 16 18 18 18 18 20 23 

Heated floor 

temperature (C) 
20 23 26 29 20 23 26 29 20 23 

 
Based on measurement results it can be stated that the most affected body parts were the face, 
head and hands. These body parts are not covered with clothing, thus they are affected by 
environmental parameters. 
Most important findings of thermal manikin measurements can be seen in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Most important results of thermal manikin experiments 

Wall 
(°C) 

Floor 
(°C) 

Air 
(°C) 

Observations compared to the homogenous 23°C condition 

16 23 21.9 

 ~2°C EHT decrease (equals to 25W/m2) for upper extremities and ~1.5°C 
EHT decrease for the face compared to the homogenous condition, 

 EHT is 1.5°C lower compared to the homogenous condition for lower legs 
and feet even if the floor temperature is 23°C. 

16 26 23.1 

 ~1°C EHT decrease (15W/m2) for upper extremities compared to the 
homogenous condition, 

 EHT is the same for lower legs and feet as in the homogenous environment 
for 26°C floor temperature. 

16 29 24.2 

 ~0.5°C EHT decrease (5W/m2) for upper extremities compared to the 
homogenous condition even if air temperature is higher in the asymmetric 
environment, 

 EHT is 1°C higher compared to the homogenous condition for lower legs 
and feet even if the floor temperature is 29°C. The air temperature is higher 
compared to the homogenous condition. Air temperature seemed to affect 
more the heat loss of lower extremities that the radiant cold surface. 

 
Based on the thermal manikin measurement results, it can be stated that within comfort 
conditions the effect of a cold surface on bare body parts (upper extremities and face) decreases 
the equivalent homogeneous temperature by 1-2°C that may possibly result in discomfort. On 
these body parts lower EHT values are present even if the floor temperature that is set to the 
highest value indicated in standards. The lower body parts seem to be affected more by the air 
temperature, rather than the radiation from the cold wall or warm floor surfaces. 
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3.3 Human subject experiments 

Two series of human subject experiments were conducted in the thermal comfort laboratory. 
Two work stations were set up in the chamber; they were situated compared to the surfaces as 
indicated on Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Setup used for human subject experiments 

3.3.1 Experimental plans 

The experimental plan for the first series of investigation carried out with two groups of subjects 
is shown in Table 3.  

Table 3. Experimental plan for the 1st series of human subject experiments 

Week Date 
Group 

No. 
(2prs/day) 

Conditions 
wall  / floor 

1 31/03 – 04/04 1. 15°C /28°C 

2 07/04 –11/04 2. 18°C /28°C 

3 14/04 – 18/04 1. 18°C /28°C 

4 21/04 – 25/04 2. 15°C /28°C 
 

Table 4. summarizes the number of sessions and set temperatures.  
 

Table 4. Condition numbers and set temperatures 

Condition No. Temperatures 

1. 15°C wall – 28°C floor 

2. 18°C wall – 28°C floor 
 

Subjects attended their sessions on the same day of the week with two weeks difference always in 
the morning hours. 

Other physical quantity controlled was the temperature of indoor air. The temperature was 
set to be between 23°C for the two conditions. It was assumed that at such air temperature whole 
body thermal comfort is neutral and the local discomfort caused by the temperature radiation 
from the surfaces can be observed easily. 
 
The experimental plan for the second series of investigation carried out with two groups of 
subjects is shown in Table 5. Participants were different compared to the first human subject 
experiments. 

Table 5. Experimental plan for the 2nd series of human subject experiments 

Week Dates 
Group No. 

(2prs/day) 

Conditions 

wall  / floor 

1 27/10 – 31/10 1 16°C /28°C 

2 03/11 – 07/11 2 18°C /28°C 

3 10/11 – 14/11 1 18°C /28°C 

4 17/11 – 21/11 2 16°C /28°C 
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5 24/11 – 28/11 1 - / 28°C 

6 01/12 – 05/12 2 - / 28°C 

 

Table 6. summarizes the number of sessions and set temperatures.  
Table 6. Condition numbers and set temperatures 

Condition No. Temperatures 

1. 16°C wall– 28°C floor 

2. 18°C wall – 28°C floor 

3. No wall cooling – 28°C floor 

 

Subjects attended their three sessions on the same day of the week with two weeks difference 
always in the morning hours. The conditions followed a balanced order of presentation. 

Other physical quantity controlled was the temperature of indoor air. The temperature was 
set to be between 23-24°C for the two conditions when a cooled wall was present. For the third 
condition temperatures between 22-23°C were set. The reason for having different air 
temperatures was to acquire neutral overall thermal comfort sensation, so that local discomfort 
parameters caused by radiation could be observed better. The air temperature always remained 
above the design air temperature set by standards.  

Besides the cooled wall and heated floor the temperature of other surfaces was measured at 
several points in order to see whether they acquired the environmental temperature or not. The 
temperature of these surfaces was not modified artificially. 

The relative humidity of air for both human subject experiments was assumed to be within 
the comfort range stated by DIN 1946 (30%-65%) for winter and transitional months.  

 

3.3.2 Subjects 

For both experiment series all together 20 college age subjects (10 males and 10 females) were 
recruited for the investigation. Participants were divided into two groups. Two subjects were 
exposed per session. Sessions that were held always in the morning lasted for three hours. 

The 20 subjects selected were healthy, not suffering from any illness that would affect their 
thermal sensation according to the background questionnaire they completed before the 
experiment. 

Subjects participating in the investigation were completely blind to the parameters 
investigated; no information or clues were given at any time about the surface temperatures that 
were applied. 

Subjects were asked to wear t-shirts and trousers throughout the experiment (approx. 0.7 
clo). They received a pair of socks and slippers after arrival. (Slippers had rubber soles and were 
made of a thicker textile). Participants were allowed to modify their clothing as desired, however 
were asked to indicate the time and action on a paper. Modification of clothing was allowed as 
former investigations showed that especially in colder environments, thermal sensation could 
only be altered minimally by putting on cloth (Parsons, 2002). Thus, I omitted the effect of 
clothing alteration when analysing the votes given by subjects. 
 

3.3.3 Subjective assessment 

Upon arriving to the session, in the ante-room, subjects were asked to fill a questionnaire about 
their general state (ability to concentrate, freshness, tiredness). 

Three times during each session, after entering the chamber, 1.5 h, and 3h of exposure, 
subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire, marking visual analogue scales (VAS) to indicate 
their assessment of thermal comfort. The VAS and questionnaires that were used in the 
investigations are shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Summary of questionnaires and VAS 
Variable Type of scale Low value High value 

General state: 

Mental state Bipolar Interested Bored 

Mental tension Bipolar Relaxed, content Upright, frustrated 

Fatigue Bipolar Rested Tired 

Concentration Bipolar Easy to concentrate Hard to Concentrate 

Thermal comfort: 

Thermal sensation Thermal (7-point) Cold Hot 

Thermal evaluation Bipolar Comfortable Uncomfortable 

Thermal preference Bipolar Much cooler Much warmer 

Thermal environment Accept-ability Clearly Acceptable Clearly unacceptable 

Local sensation Thermal - discrete Cold Hot 

 

3.3.4 Objective physiological measurements 

Three times during the session (after 0.1 h, 1.5 h and 3 h of exposure) the skin temperature of  
subjects were measured. The experimenter entered the chamber and with the help of a surface 
thermometer (Testo 905-T2) the following points were measured: forehead, nose, faces, ears, 
upper arms, lower arms, hands, proximal phalanges of the 4th fingers, distal phalanges of the 4th 
fingers, chest, lower legs, ankles, feet and the back of the head. After this the blood pressure of 
the subject was measured. Then the same procedure was carried out for the other subject. 
Measurements took approximately 10 minutes per person. During objective measurements the 
radiant effect of the cold wall and warm floor continuously affected subjects. 
 

3.3.5 Experimental procedures 

The three hour long sessions were run according to the schedule shown in Table 8.  
 

Table 8. Experimental procedure of human subject experiments 
Clock 
time 

Relative time Event 

08:30 -30 min 
Arrival, 10 minutes of calm walking, afterwards general state and fatigue 
questionnaire 

09:00 0 min Enter chamber, thermal comfort questionnaire 1 

09:05 5 min Measure skin temperature  

09:20 20 min Start own activity 

09:35 35 min Start proof reading 

10:10 70 min Start addition 

10:20 80 min Thermal comfort questionnaire 2 

10:25 85 min Measure skin temperature  

10:40 100 min Start own activity 

10:55 115 min Start proof reading 

11:30 150 min Start addition 

11:40 160 min Thermal comfort questionnaire 3, general state and fatigue questionnaire 

11:45 165 min Measure skin temperature  

12:00 180 min =3 h Finish 

 

3.3.6 Data processing and statistical analysis 

The physical measurements were recorded automatically for subsequent computer evaluation. 
The subjective votes marked on the VAS in the questionnaires were transcribed manually so that 
they could be further analyzed. SPSS 17 was used for the statistical analysis. The applied probes 
and tests are used frequently in the field of thermal and indoor air comfort investigations.  
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Subjective assessments, except for the local sensation votes, and physical data were normally 
distributed according to the Saphiro-Wilk W test and they were analyzed by paired sample t-tests. 
Within sessions, repeated measures were used for variance. For the analysis of local sensation 
votes the non-parametric Wilcoxon-test was used. Between genders differences were studied by 
One-way ANOVA. For significance p-value was <0.05 indicating the tendency for the variable to 
differ between the conditions and sessions. Non-parametric Spearman correlation was applied to 
see whether subjective votes correlated with the measured skin temperature values. 
 

3.3.7 Most important findings of the human subject experiments 

After the analysis of the two series of human subject experiments I could observe that skin 
temperature change of body parts followed the same tendencies during sessions, i.e. the body 
parts that follow the core temperature warmed up, while the extremities cooled. 

The differences between the tested thermal environments could be observed on skin 
temperature and its change. For example, skin temperatures significantly decreased for certain 
body parts for 16°C wall and 28°C floor temperatures, than for 18°C wall and 28°C floor 
temperatures. 

Even though air temperature in some cases rose above the winter design comfort values, 
based on results it can be stated that the temperature of upper and lower extremities cooled due 
to the cold radiating surface, and this cooling was stronger for conditions that had cooler 
radiating surface temperatures. In spite of 28°C floor temperature the skin temperature of lower 
extremities decreased by 0.5-3°C depending on the temperature asymmetry (0.5°C when no cold 
wall was present, 3°C, when wall temperature was 16°C and floor temperature 28°C). 

The effect of the cold wall is also shown by the fact that during control condition (only the 
floor was heated) in spite of the lower air temperatures measured skin temperatures were higher 
than for conditions that had a cold surface included and air temperatures were higher. By 
applying a control condition it was possible to observe the skin temperature changes that occur 
due to physiological processes. It was possible to compare to these values the measured skin 
temperatures of asymmetric environments with cooled walls. Results show that due to the 
presence of 16°C cooled wall caused significant skin temperature drop for most of body parts 
compared to the control condition. On the extremities, skin temperature was significantly warmer 
when 18°C wall was present, than for the case when the wall was 16°C. Besides, the body parts 
that follow the core temperature of the body significantly warmed less compared to the control 
condition. 

Tested thermal environments had different effects on males' and females' skin 
temperatures. The physiological difference between genders regarding the blood circulation at the 
extremities could be seen clearly from the measured skin temperatures. By the end of sessions the 
skin temperature of female participants was colder compared to males and except for certain 
body parts the difference was statistically significant. Significant differences between genders for 
the amount of cooling could be observed for certain body parts for the two asymmetric 
conditions, namely the nose, ankle and feet. In the case of the control condition significant 
difference could only be observed regarding the amount of cooling for the nose and left ankle. 

After the analysis of subjective thermal sensation votes, I found that decrease of thermal 
sensation votes by body parts clearly show the effect of present cold surfaces. This statement is 
supported by the fact that despite of the three hour long exposure to higher 28°C floor 
temperature did not cause warm feet discomfort, on the contrary, thermal sensation of the feet 
decreased. 

Table 9. shows the thermal sensation votes given by the end of sessions for the two series 
of human subject experiments. Based on the results it can be concluded that thermal sensation of 
participants was situated in the range of slightly warm (1)- neutral (0) and slightly cool (-1), 
furthermore slightly cool (-1) and cool (-2). 
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Table 9. Ranges of thermal sensation votes for each session 

 Sessions 
Air 

temperatures 
(°C) 

Ranges of thermal sensation 
votes given for body parts 

by the end of sessions 

1st series 

1. session 
(15°C wall - 28°C floor) 

23.3-24.1 0.1 ÷ -1.5 

2. session 
(18°C wall - 28°C floor) 

23.5-24.6 0.2 ÷ -0.9 

2nd series 

1. session 
(16°C wall - 28°C floor) 

23.4-24.6 0 ÷ -1.3 

2. session 
(18°C wall - 28°C floor) 

23.6-25.0 0.4 ÷ -0.7 

3. session 
(28°C floor) 

23.2-24.3 0 ÷ -1.3 

 
Thermal sensation votes showed similar tendencies for all three sessions; they decreased. Thermal 
sensation decrease was the most pronounce for the control condition in spite of the absence of 
the cooled radiating surface. This can be explained by that local thermal sensation was affected 
more by the temperature of air (which was the lowest for the control condition) than the 
radiation from the cool surface. This explanation is supported by that the condition with highest 
air temperature was regarded the most comfortable by subjects. 

Thermal sensation votes examined from the genders point of view follow the measured 
skin temperature changes, as the temperature of females' skin temperature decreased their 
thermal sensation showed greater decrease compared to males'. 

Whole body thermal sensation/comfort votes  show that overall thermal comfort is 
ensured. Based on results it is possible that whole body thermal comfort votes are more sensitive 
to the effect of air temperature that local votes. Only few cases were present when statistically 
significant differences could be seen between thermal comfort votes for the three sessions. It is 
important to note that even though whole body thermal comfort was present, the average of 
measured skin temperatures decreased significantly during sessions. Thus, thermal sensation 
votes may be misleading, as earlier studies proved (Frohner et al. 2001) that continuously low 
skin temperature and insufficient circulation may lead to the development of circulatory illnesses. 

The correlation between measured skin temperatures and thermal sensation votes was very 
poor for both series of human subject experiments. 

Measured skin temperatures reflected the differences between applied thermal 
environments, e.g. cooler surfaces the temperature of the skin decreased more. For warmer wall 
temperatures more body parts showed increased skin temperatures. Thermal sensation votes, 
however, showed cooling/decreased thermal comfort for all body parts, even for those that in 
reality had increased skin temperatures. 

 
3.4 CFD simulation 

I supplemented thermal manikin and human subject experiments with CFD simulations. Taking 
into account the experimental results I created a simplified model that could be used for 
preliminary studies in this field of investigations. 

In order to create the geometry and meshing I used Gambit, while for the numeric 
investigation of radiation, convection and natural flows I used ANSYS Fluent. 

In the geometric model I created a room that had the same features as the laboratory used 
for the experiments. In the room I placed two tables and chairs just like in the human subject 
experiments. Virtual manikins were placed on the chairs that consist of prisms. Surface area of 
each body part was the same as of the real thermal manikin. The geometric model can be seen on 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Geometric model 

 
After creating the model I meshed the volume of the room around the bodies and furniture. I 
used Tet/Hybrid - Hex core type meshing, that is denser at the boundaries and consists of mostly 
tetrahedrons, while farther from boundaries it is less dense and consists of hexahedrons. The 
mesh consists of 157525 elements. 

The applied geometry and mesh is suitable for the investigation of different surface 
temperature combinations. 

As a next step I set up the necessary models, materials and boundary conditions for the 
numeric simulation in the ANSYS Fluent program. 

 
I used the CFD program for the modelling of surface to surface radiation and natural flows. 
Because of these I enabled in the program the energy equation and for the calculation of 
radiation the S2S model (surface-to-surface). View factors were calculated for all surfaces with 
the program. 
 
The numeric simulation was run for temperature conditions that were used for the manikin and 
human subject experiments as well, like the following: 
 1st simulation: thermal environment with 16°C wall and 28°C floor temperatures 
 2nd simulation: thermal environment with 18°C wall and 28°C floor temperatures 
After the simulation the temperatures and velocities that were the result of radiant and convective 
heat exchange, in the examined space could be observed. 

In the following some result of the 1st simulation are shown. Figure 4 contains the acquired 
surface temperatures, while Figure 5 shows the natural flows obtained in the room. 
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Figure 4. 1st simulation: Surface temperatures on several surfaces of the room 

 
Figure 5. 1st simulation: Natural flows in the room 

Surface temperatures calculated by the program are the same as in the real laboratory (16°C, 18°C 
wall and 28°C floor). Furthermore, the body parts that are considered critical (extremities, head) 
have similar temperatures in the virtual room and in the real chamber. 

Velocity values (natural flows) calculated with numeric simulation are in good agreement 
with earlier conducted laboratory measurements and CFD simulations, that were conducted as a 
supplement to this PhD work in the framework of a TDK work (Tirpák, 2008). Based on results, 
comfort of feet is not only "endangered" by the close vicinity of the radiating cold surface, but 
most probably by the downward draft has also has negative effect. 

As the geometry of the applied human model is simplified and the model does not contain 
a physiological module, that is capable of modelling realistically the heat production and heat 
exchange of the body (blood circulation - skin-air-clothing), the obtained results have to be 
considered preliminary, however they are suitable for the substitution of human subject and 
thermal manikin preparatory-experiments. 

 

3.6. Utilisation of results 

From the human subject experiments I found that 28°C floor heating, with subjects wearing 
indoor shoes, could not compensate for the decrease of skin temperature and thermal sensation 
when a cold vertical surface and mechanical ventilation was present in the room. These findings 
question the applicable upper temperature ranges set by the standards for such asymmetric 
thermal environments. 
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Based on the measurement results further practical and field investigations are needed 
regarding the increase of allowed 29°C temperature to higher values, but only in the case of 
spaces, where floor heating, extensive cold vertical surface and mechanical ventilation is present 
and where the relative humidity is within the comfort range given by standard DIN 1946. Based 
on the results it is worth taking into account (where it is possible) that females due to their 
physiological features are more sensitive to the thermal environment around them, thus, applied 
temperatures (floor and air temperatures) have to be chosen with utmost care. 

3 New scientific results - Theses 

 
Thesis 1 [3] [5] [7] 
Through extensive laboratory experiments carried out with a thermal manikin, I determined that 
within the range of comfortable temperatures, the Equivalent Homogenous Temperature (EHT) 
of nude body parts (arms, hands and face) is reduced by 1-2°C, due to the inside surface 
temperature of vertical building elements (See Graph 3.1). On these body parts, lower EHT 
values were found (higher heat losses) even if the temperature of the floor was increased to the 
upper limiting value stated in standards, 29°C. It has to be noted that for the tested thermal 
conditions, by increasing the floor temperature the rate of EHT decrease caused by the cold 
vertical surface could be reduced. 
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Graph 3.1. The change of EHT due to the cold vertical surface 

 
Thesis 2 [1] [2] [4] [5] [7] 
Through extensive laboratory experiments carried out with human subjects I determined that 
warm floor that is 28°C cannot compensate for skin temperature and thermal sensation decrease 
at the lower leg and feet region even if indoor shoes are worn, if a cold vertical surface and 
mechanical ventilation is present and occupants sit at the tested distance or closer to the cold 
surface. I determined that when surfaces are perpendicular to each other and have significant 
temperature difference (perpendicular radiant temperature asymmetry) the cold surface has a 
greater effect on the skin temperature and thermal sensation of occupants doing sedentary work, 
than the radiant, warm horizontal surface. Based on CFD simulations, besides the temperature 
radiation of the cold surface skin temperature and thermal sensation can be affected by the 
downward flowing cold air stream by the wall. It is important to note that body parts considered 
critical (hands, face, upper half of feet) are not "visible" for the radiation from the floor. 
 
Thesis 3 [1] [2] [4] [7] 
Through extensive laboratory experiments carried out with human subjects I found significant 
difference between the skin temperature decrease of males and females. Females significantly 
cooled by the end of sessions compared to males. Thermal sensations votes were in accordance 
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with the different skin temperature change for certain body parts (hands and feet); i.e. females 
gave significantly colder thermal sensation votes than male participants. Significance was assumed 
for p≤0.05 values.  
The physiologic explanation to these observations is contained by the medical literature. Females 
have greater body surface compared to their mass, thus their heat loss is more pronounced and 
faster. Besides muscles that produce heat have a smaller ratio in women than in men. The 
temperature of the extremities depend on the blood flow. When skin vessels contract due to cold 
temperature, a relative blood anaemia occurs that result in cold extremities. The degree of vessel 
contraction is different for females and males which is due to the sensitivity difference between 
the sympathetic nervous systems of genders. 
 
Thesis 4 [6] 
Based on the human subject laboratory experiments I made a numerical simulation that can be 
used for preliminary and/or supplementary thermal comfort investigations. In the simulation the 
radiant heat exchange between the human body and surrounding surfaces can be modelled as 
well as the developing natural flows within the room and around the occupants. The simulation 
model is constructed based on the setup of human subject experiments. (Figure 6; Figure 7). 

 
Figure 6. Surface temperature of the human body at 16°C wall and 28°C floor temperatures 

 

 
Figure 7. Natural flows in the plane of the human body at 16°C wall and 28°C floor temperatures 
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